Skills release notes: April 2019

Explore all the recent updates to the Pluralsight Skills platform.

Stay ahead of the tech curve by joining our Pluralsight + A Cloud Guru product release webinar (opens in new tab) to introduce you to what's new in Pluralsight Skills and ACG.

In this article

Learner releases
Leader releases

Learner releases

We've updated your communication preferences (opens in new tab) options to be clearer about what areas of the Skills experience you'll receive emails about.
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Leader releases

Role IQ
Check out the new Role IQs available (opens in new tab):

- Machine Learning/Artificial Intelligence Developer on AWS
- Database Administrator on AWS
- Machine Learning Engineer (TensorFlow)
- Machine Learning Engineer (PyTorch)
- Machine Learning Engineer (Scikit-Learn)
- Data Analyst (Python)
- Go Microservices Developer

Q&A
Enterprise plan admins can now delete a question or answer within their plan.
If you need help, please email support@pluralsight.com for 24/7 assistance.